SUBSURFACE FACILITIES

NEW WATER
EXIST WATER
NEW NATURAL GAS
EXIST NATURAL GAS
NEW SEWER
EXIST SEWER
NEW ELECTRICAL
EXIST ELECTRICAL
NEW TELEPHONE
EXIST TELEPHONE
NEW TELEVISION
EXIST TELEVISION
NEW TELEMETRY CABLE
EXIST TELEMETRY CABLE
NEW FIBER OPTIC
EXIST FIBER OPTIC
NEW TELEMETRY CABLE
EXIST TELEMETRY CABLE
NEW JOINT OVERHEAD
EXIST JOINT OVERHEAD
NEW WATER
EXIST WATER
NEW NATURAL GAS
EXIST NATURAL GAS
NEW SEWER
EXIST SEWER
NEW ELECTRICAL
EXIST ELECTRICAL
NEW TELEPHONE
EXIST TELEPHONE
NEW TELEVISION
EXIST TELEVISION
NEW TELEMETRY CABLE
EXIST TELEMETRY CABLE
NEW FIBER OPTIC
EXIST FIBER OPTIC
NEW TELEMETRY CABLE
EXIST TELEMETRY CABLE
NEW JOINT OVERHEAD
EXIST JOINT OVERHEAD
NEW WATER
EXIST WATER
NEW NATURAL GAS
EXIST NATURAL GAS
NEW SEWER
EXIST SEWER
NEW ELECTRICAL
EXIST ELECTRICAL
NEW TELEPHONE
EXIST TELEPHONE
NEW TELEVISION
EXIST TELEVISION
NEW TELEMETRY CABLE
EXIST TELEMETRY CABLE
NEW FIBER OPTIC
EXIST FIBER OPTIC
NEW TELEMETRY CABLE
EXIST TELEMETRY CABLE
NEW JOINT OVERHEAD
EXIST JOINT OVERHEAD

OVERHEAD FACILITIES

NEW ELECTRICAL
EXIST ELECTRICAL
NEW TELEMETRY CABLE
EXIST TELEMETRY CABLE
NEW TELEMETRY CABLE
EXIST TELEMETRY CABLE
NEW FIBER OPTIC
EXIST FIBER OPTIC
NEW TELEMETRY CABLE
EXIST TELEMETRY CABLE
NEW JOINT OVERHEAD
EXIST JOINT OVERHEAD
NEW TELEMETRY CABLE
EXIST TELEMETRY CABLE
NEW JOINT OVERHEAD
EXIST JOINT OVERHEAD
NEW TELEMETRY CABLE
EXIST TELEMETRY CABLE
NEW JOINT OVERHEAD
EXIST JOINT OVERHEAD

NOTES:
IDENTIFY (LABEL) THE OWNER OF EACH FACILITY PLUS THE SIZE, PRESSURE AND VOLTAGE (IF APPLICABLE) FOR ALL FACILITIES (WHETHER PART OF A JOINT OVERHEAD, JOINT TRENCH OR SOLO INSTALLATION).
THE TYPE OF FACILITY IS IDENTIFIED BY THE SYMBOLS OF THE LINE STYLES CHOSEN (SEE LINE STYLES ON THIS STANDARD PLAN SHEET).

JOINT OVERHEAD/TRENCH

NEW TELEPHONE COMPANY (NUMBER OF DUCTS)
EXIST TELEPHONE COMPANY (NUMBER OF DUCTS)
NEW TELEMETRY CABLE COMPANY (NUMBER OF DUCTS)
EXIST TELEMETRY CABLE COMPANY (NUMBER OF DUCTS)
NEW ELECTRIC COMPANY (VOLTAGE)
EXIST ELECTRIC COMPANY (VOLTAGE)
NEW GAS COMPANY (SIZE & PRESSURE)
EXIST GAS COMPANY (SIZE & PRESSURE)
NEW OIL COMPANY (SIZE & PRESSURE)
EXIST OIL COMPANY (SIZE & PRESSURE)
NEW NATURAL GAS COMPANY (SIZE & PRESSURE)
EXIST NATURAL GAS COMPANY (SIZE & PRESSURE)
NEW TELEPHONE COMPANY (NUMBER OF DUCTS)
EXIST TELEPHONE COMPANY (NUMBER OF DUCTS)
NEW TELEMETRY CABLE COMPANY (NUMBER OF DUCTS)
EXIST TELEMETRY CABLE COMPANY (NUMBER OF DUCTS)

SOLO FACILITY

NEW OIL COMPANY (SIZE & PRESSURE)
EXIST OIL COMPANY (SIZE & PRESSURE)
NEW NATURAL GAS COMPANY (SIZE & PRESSURE)
EXIST NATURAL GAS COMPANY (SIZE & PRESSURE)

SHOWING THE RELOCATION OF EXISTING FACILITIES TO THE NEW LOCATION

ABANDONED FACILITY